We have investigated the influence of emotions on the level of correlation of the vowel formants in the Romanian language during dynamic pronunciation. We have used in the analysis the sentence /vine mama/ (mother is coming), which is a commonly used phrase in the daily speech, and we have followed the variations of the vowel correlation, depending on the expressed emotion (joy, sadness, anger and emotional neutrality). The main conclusion that we have drawn is that, regarding emotions with negative valence (sadness and anger), the higher order formants (F3 and F4) show a significantly higher correlation level compared to lower order formants (F1 and F2). Moreover, we have found that the variation of the correlation level of the pairs of formants is more homogeneous when emotional neutrality is expressed.
INTRODUCTION
Following the expansion of the performance and applicability of automatic speech recognition systems, the interest of the scientific community has focused on identifying ways to recognize individuals' emotions by analyzing the voice signal. One of the main approaches in this research direction is the correlative analysis of vowel formants from several speech types that are representative of certain emotional states of the speakers. For example, in [1] the authors performed an analysis of the changes in voice signal characteristics during psychological stress conditions, while [2] presents the voice signal fluctuations associated with depression symptoms. Moreover, [3] summarizes the theoretical contributions regarding the most common normalization procedures used for vowel formants. In the case of the Romanian language, the first studies of this nature have been carried out recently, having all been published in the last decade [4] , [5] , [6] . To date, some of the results [7] have showed that there are no significant differences between the correlation level of the formants for the vowels of the Romanian language in the case of female participants compared to male participants. In other words, the gender variable does not influence the correlation level of the formants. At the same time, in the case of the emphasized pronunciation, the formants of the vowels /a/, /e/, /o/, /u/, /ă/ and /â/ exhibit a significantly higher correlation level than that of the vowel /i/. On the other hand, as it is shown in [8] , the results have highlighted the fact that the correlation level of the formants is strongly influenced by the context in which the vowel is uttered. For example, it is specified that in the structure /vine mama/ (mother is coming), the correlation level of the formants in the stressed vowel /a1/ is significantly lower, compared to the nonstressed vowel /a2/.
A similar study [6] analyzed the extent to which changes in the variations of formants occur when the speaker's voice is associated to one of the following three fundamental emotions: joy, sadness and anger compared to emotionally neutral speech. The results obtained by applying the CORR function and calculating the linear regression coefficient [6] have led us to the following conclusions: 1) there were no significant changes to the F4 formant depending on the emotions expressed by the speakers; 2) F0 (pitch) had significantly higher values for joy, regarding all vowels; 3) in what sadness is concerned, we observed a slight decrease in fundamental frequency values. The results of a more recent study [9] have shown that, regarding the emotionally neutral speech, the third formant (F3) is largely determined by the correlation of inferior formants (F1 and F2). It has also been discovered that F1 and F2 have a lower correlation level compared to higher order formants (F3 and F4).
In this study, we investigate the extent to which the emotions of the speakers, namely joy, sadness and anger, influence the correlation of the formants for the vowels of the Romanian language within a structure frequently used in the common speech. We are interested in the influence attributed to the stressing of vowels and their position in the structure of the word, regarding the correlation degree of the formants. The article is comprised of four parts: the first one aims at summarizing the contributions of several recently published studies, the second part presents the applied method, the third section exhibits the results obtained by the research, and in the fourth section we have discussed the conclusions we have reached, certain limitations we have experienced during this study and future research directions.
II. METHOD
In the present research we used records from the SRoL [10] and [11] database, this being the practical foundation of several similar thematic studies [6] , [7] and [8] that have been previously published. The files had a sampling frequency of 24 kHz, which allowed for greater accuracy in extracting the relevant parameters for subsequent statistical processing. In this study, we used 25 files (18 with female voice and 7 with male voice) which consisted of the audio recordings of the phraseology structure /vine mama/, in accordance with the following basic emotions: joy, sadness, anger and the state of emotional neutrality, which served as a control condition. Nine speakers aged 25-35 years, coming from the north-eastern part of Romania participated to this study, they all had a higher education degree and did not show evidence of speech pathology.
The record processing procedure consisted of the extraction of vowels /i/, /e/ and /a/ from the sentence /vine mama/. Their segmentation was done manually by using the Praat software package [12] . The database was first organized by separating the recordings according to the four emotions, then the recordings of the vowels /i/, /e/, /a1/ and /a2 / were extracted separately for each of the four emotions. Subsequently, the formants F1, F2, F3 and F4 were extracted from each vowel. The size of the sliding windows was 6ms (0.006s), the number of samples oscillated depending on the vowel position in the word structure and depending on the speaker.
The Pearson correlation coefficient for a pair of formants is calculated by applying the formula (1)
where: ‫ݔ‬ represents the value of the first formant in the pair, ‫ݕ‬ represents the value of the second formant and ݊ represents the total number of values.
Once concatenation was done, a time series file was obtained for each vowel and each corresponding emotion. All speakers (participants) were included in the file in the order of the numbering in which their records were processed. Thus, 64 time series were obtained as a result of the association of the formants (F1-F4) of the vowels /i/, /e/, /a1/ and /a2/ from the structure /vine mama/, one for each of the four emotions used in the analysis. This result was obtained by applying the formula (2)
We calculated the level of correlation for all couples of vowel formants. The correlation coefficients resulted from applying the formula below to all time series couples (two by two), keeping the order of concatenation of all vowels corresponding to the emotions analyzed (3) .
The values obtained for calculating the correlation coefficients of formant pairs of vowels /i/, /e/, /a1/ and /a2/ are reported in the following sections.
III. RESULTS
Subsequent to the statistical processing of the time series, the value of the correlation coefficient of the pairs of formants (F1-F4) was calculated according to the specific autocorrelation function of the Excel tool. Table I shows the values of correlation coefficients for the formant pairs of the vowel /i/ depending on the three emotions analyzed and the state of emotional neutrality. We found that for the vowel /i/, the correlation level of F1-F2, F1-F3, F1-F4 formant pairs remains low, regardless of the type of emotion. At the same time, the resulting correlation degree is similar to that reported in the study we have done previously [7] . Therefore, regarding the vowel /i/, the type of emotion does not influence the correlation level of the pairs of formants. As shown in Table II , in the case of the vowel /e/, the pairs of formants have much lower correlation values for joy, anger and sadness than for the state of emotional neutrality. The degree of correlation of the F1-F2, F1-F3 and F1-F4 formant pairs is significantly lower than that reported for F2-F3, F2-F4 and F3-F4 pairs. The results of a study conducted on the same database and with a similar research theme [8] showed that when the speaker's voice is neutral, the stressed vowel in the word /mama/, namely /a1/, has a lower correlation level of the formants, in comparison with the non-stressed vowel /a2/. Tables III and IV summarize the results obtained following the correlational analysis of the formants, an analysis which was developed in the research of this study. We can see that we have obtained similar results, in the sense that the non-stressed vowel shows a higher degree of correlation of the formants, compared to the stressed vowel, but only in the case of sadness and emotional neutrality. Regarding the emotion of joy, Table V and Figure  1 highlight that there are no statistically significant differences between the correlation degree of the formant pair /a1/ and /a2/, with the exception of the F3-F4 pair, for which the correlation coefficient is lower for the non-stressed vowel /a2/. As for anger, the correlation values are illustrated in Table VI and Figure 2 , the stressed vowel /a1/ of the word /mama/ has a correlation level of the pairs of formants significantly higher than that of the nonstressed vowel /a2/, which is surprising since both in the previous studies [8] and in the case of the other three emotions, the formants of the non-stressed vowels were those who correlated more strongly. Therefore, we can see that the voice signal characteristics for anger facilitated the reversal of the correlation ratio between the stressed and the nonstressed vowel. In regards to sadness, referred to in Table VII and Figure 3 , it has been observed that vowel /a/, be it stressed or non-stressed, shows a significantly higher correlation level of pairs of formants, compared to the correlation level of formant pairs of the vowels /i/ or /e/. For example, for the pair (F1, F3), the calculated correlation coefficient is 0.73 for the vowel /a2/ and is obviously higher than 0.08, which is the correlation coefficient value of the formant pair for the vowel /i/. The results we have obtained and which are synthesized in Table VIII and illustrated in Figure 4 show that, regarding the state of emotional neutrality, the correlation level of the pairs of formants corresponding to the four vowels is high (on average there are values of the correlation coefficient higher than 0.5). We have also discovered that, unlike the correlation level of the formants reported for vowels associated with emotions, in the case of neutral tone, the correlation of the formants is more homogeneous, with no extreme oscillations from one vowel to the other. The three main conclusions are: (1) emotions are a variable with a strong influence on the level of correlation of vowel formants in the common speech of individuals; (2) in the case of emotions with negative valence (sadness and anger), the higher order formants (F3 and F4) have a significantly higher correlation level compared to the lower order formants (F1 and F2) and (3) regarding the state of emotional neutrality, the variation of the correlation level is more homogeneous, in the sense that fewer oscillations have been observed from extremely low values for a particular vowel to extremely high values.
The first conclusion is in line with the results of the previous studies and tends to become a certainty rather than a hypothesis requiring empirical testing. The research was directed towards creating and testing models for the recognition and interpretation of emotions by analyzing the statistical parameters of the voice signal. The applicability of these systems used for analyzing and recognizing emotions in the voice signal is relevant for speech analysis and synthesis, for optimization of call center applications and pathological speech detection [13] , by providing the right context for raising quality standards regarding human-computer interaction.
The main limitation of this study is represented by the low number of speakers who were included in the analysis and by the fact that the gender equality ratio was not respected. Another limitation is that the approach of the study borders the area of descriptive statistics (data presentation and comprehension) rather than the area of inferential statistics which has a much greater explanation and prediction power over the investigated aspects.
As future research directions, we intend to increase the number of participants and to include representative groups of speakers in the study, so that the results obtained can be generalized to a much larger number of individuals in the target population. On the other hand, we suggest a comparative study on variations in the correlation level of the vowels of the Romanian language to be carried out, taking into account the comparison between normal speech and pathological speech.
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